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A SUCCESSFUL SECOND YEAR
The College Park City-University Partnership
is working to implement the University
District Vision 2020, which calls for a
sustainable vibrant university community
where people who work in College Park also
live in College Park.
The College Park City-University
Partnership’s Homeownership Program,
launched in summer 2015, is part of a multifaceted approach to stabilize neighborhoods
and improve the economy. It provides
$15,000 ten-year forgivable loans for down
payment or closing costs to full-time,
benefits-eligible employees of the University
of Maryland and the City of College Park
purchasing a home in the City of College
Park as their permanent residence.
This program is made possible by Maryland
Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD) Community Legacy
grant award, and matching grants from the
City of College Park and the University of
Maryland.
In its second year, the Partnership expanded
the program in two ways. First, the program
was expanded to allow City of College Park
employees to use this program and second,
a pathway for coupling the program with the

IN THIS REPORT
City of College Park’s New Neighbor Grant
program was created. The City’s New
Neighbor Grant program offers a $5,000
incentive for the purchase of houses that
have been previously rented, foreclosed or
short sale status, or for the purchase of any
house in College Park by City of College Park
employees, Police, firefighters and EMT’s
who are employed in the State of Maryland
or Prince George’s County. We’ve
streamlined the process so that if a
homebuyer qualifies for both programs, they
can receive funding from both under the
umbrella of the Partnership’s
homeownership program. The outcome of
this work: 3 former rental properties were
converted to principal residences for a term
of 10 years through our Program.
In addition to these changes, this effective
program has been identified as a model for
other university communities seeking to
stabilize neighborhoods, and the
Homeownership Program was awarded a
Community Development Network of
Maryland “Impact Award” which recognizes
the Homeownership Program’s community
impact.

A Successful 2 years
Choosing College Park
Program Partners
Program Data
Homebuyer Profiles
The Year Ahead
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College Park is a
Smart Place to Live
The Homeownership Program is a large part
of the City-University Partnership’s efforts to
advance our community. The Partnership,
together with the City, University, County,
State and community works in many areas
that make College Park an even more
attractive place to both work and live.
Some examples of this work include
promoting local schools and their programs
– including the Prince George’s County
Board of Education decision to boost access
to the public charter school, College Park
Academy, for local parents and students.
Starting with incoming 6th graders in Fall of
2018, students living in College Park and the
boundaries of six area elementary schools –
Berwyn Heights, Cherokee Lane, Hollywood,
Paint Branch, Riverdale, and University Park
– will have a much greater opportunity to be
admitted to College Park Academy. In Spring
2017, the Partnership, together with the
College Park Arts Exchange, the City of
College Park, the University of Maryland’s
School of Music and the Clarice Smith
Performing Arts Center, launched an

Outdoor Performance
Series bringing music
And art to the public
Sphere. MilkBoy
Arthouse – a new
restaurant and
performance space – opened in
the Spring. Terrapin Row, a new
student housing development,
opened in the fall, and The Hotel at
UMD, which includes a major
conference center – will be opening
in 2017. The City launched
LiveCollegePark.org – a website that
complements ShopCollegePark.org.
It profiles each neighborhood and
has interactive links to residential
assets like community events, bike
trails, schools, and other
information about living in College
Park.
All of this work has contributed to a
wider audience learning about
College Park. And we know this is
having an impact.

Our homebuyers, in exit interviews for the
program, have told us that the reasons for
using the program and moving to College
Park include being close to work, frequenting
local businesses, spending more time with
family, access to natural amenities – like
Lake Artemesia and bike trails - and
participating in the community.
College Park is an energetic, and exciting,
city and a smart place to live. We are
promoting our community’s many assets,
and combined with the Homeownership
Program, we are successfully bringing more
people who work in College Park to
recognize our many attributes, and live here.

Community Partners

The Partnership works with community
members to bolster its Homeownership
Program and to increase the incentive for
homeowners to choose College Park Details
about these partnerships are as follows:
College Park Tennis Club: The College Park
Tennis Club is offering anyone who uses the
City-University Partnership’s Home
Ownership Program a six-month free tennis
club membership. This includes a beginner
training program (Rally in 10) for folks who
have never played tennis and want to try it.
This package is valued at $600.

Maryland Mortgage Program: The Maryland
Mortgage Program Partner Option offers
anyone who qualifies for the State program
to use our Home Ownership Program (if they
qualify) and receive an additional $2,500 in
down payment/closing cost assistance
because of our relationship with MMP.
State Employees Credit Union (SECU):
SECU will give all customers who use our
program and their loan products a discount
of a .25% on the current market interest rate.
They also offer an appraisal credit back if
using SECU title company.
M&T Bank: M&T Bank has offered to give all
the customers who use our program and
their loan products a discount of a .25% on
the current market interest rate.

The City of College Park New Neighbor Home
Ownership Grant Program. Offers a $5,000
incentive for purchase of houses that have been
previously rented, foreclosed or short sale status.
The $5,000 incentive is also provided for
purchase of any house in College Park by City of
College Park employees, Police, firefighters and
EMT’s who are employed in the State of
Maryland or Prince George’s County.
Capitol Title. Capitol Title is offering participants
in the Homeownership Program a $500.00
closing cost credit off Settlement Fees if they
settle with Capitol Title and purchase an Owner’s
Title Insurance Policy.
McKay Mortgage Company. The McKay
Mortgage Company is offering participants in the
Homeownership Program a free home appraisal,
free pre-approval and free credit analysis.
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WHERE HOMEBUYERS MOVED

Each house that has been purchased by a
University or City employee represents a
home that is owner-occupied and
contributes to neighborhood stability –
adding to the City’s economy, increasing
the local retail market, and improving
commuting patterns. Each university
employee living has more opportunity to
participate more fully in the University
and its community, and becomes an
ambassador to their colleagues to
consider living in our community.

PROGRAM DATA
From July 2016 to June 2017, fifteen UMD
employees moved into College Park using
our program.

The program has landed new
homebuyers in all four council
districts and eight neighborhoods
across the City of College Park
FACTS ABOUT THE PROGRAM

48

New residents in College Park

72%

Expressed that they would usually walk, bike or
use public transportation to get to work.

63%

Are first-time homebuyers.

58%

Are new employees

$7.9M
In home sales

Eight houses were sold in council district
one, two were sold in council district four,
two in council district two and two in council
district three.
Our program has added 48 new people to
College Park – 41 adults and 7 children.
Most of the homebuyers were between
thirty and forty. There are now three
couples that are dual UMD-career couples,
meaning both worked at the University.
In the first year, 83 percent of the people
utilizing our program were first time home
buyers and 70 percent had just become
employed with the University. This year, this
data was evenly split. Half were new
employees and first time homebuyers and
half have worked at the University for 6
years or more and had owned a home
previously.
Last year, people mostly moved to College
Park after previously renting in the area.
This year, people who used our program
were brand new to the City which seems to
indicate that they liked what they saw for
the future, and were willing to move in
without testing it first.
The first year’s homebuyers comprised a
mix of professors and staff members, with
each being about half. This year, most of
the homebuyers were staff members and
only one homebuyer was a professor. Four
of the people who used our program this
year graduated from the University.
The salary range for these homebuyers
was $50,000 to $80,000, averaging
$70,476.
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Each home purchased through
this program represents
neighborhood stability with
homeowners invested in the
community.
The Program is also having a positive impact
in attracting UMD employees to live in
College Park.
The Multiple Listing Services (MLS) as
provided to us by a local realtor, indicates
there was an increase in home sales from 152
in FY’16 to 210 FY’17. Of total homes sold in
College Park in FY’16 and FY’17 combined,
nearly 7% percent were sold through our
program and are likely to be owner-occupied
for a term of ten years.

A positive trend: more stay
According to the University’s Human
Resources office, 9.1 percent of new
employees moved to College Park in FY’17 up from 8.6 percent last year. Likewise, the
number of employees who leave College
Park has steadily decreased. The trend lines
have switched: now more employees are
making College Park their home, while
employees leaving College Park has
precipitously declined.
Trend of employees moving to or
leaving College Park
150
100
50
0

FY'14 FY'15 FY'16 FY'17
New and Continuing Employees
moving to College Park
Continuing Employees moving out of
College Park

Additionally, the effort for more faculty and
staff to move to College Park is having a
broader effect for local living. The number
of UMD employees who have been moving
to Prince George’s County has increased
nearly 50 percent over the last 4 fiscal years.
Number of UMD Employees
Choosing Prince George's County
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HOMEBUYER PROFILES
Developed to increase the number of employees living near work,
strengthen College Park’s neighborhoods, improve the local economy
and reduce commutes, the exit interviews of our home buyers
exemplify the success of this program.
Goal: Reduced commutes – 78 percent of the FY’17 homebuyers
indicated that they would usually bicycle, walk or take public
transportation to work.
Goal: Improve the local economy – Many of the home buyers indicated
that they were looking forward to frequenting the City’s businesses.
Goal: Stronger neighborhoods – At least 3 former rental properties
were purchased through our program. Because our program has a loan
term of 10 years, there is a strong likelihood these homebuyers will
stay in College Park and these homes will not become rental
properties.
Goal: Campus connected to community – the Partnership has held
several community events in which several homebuyers have
participated signaling that by living close, they are able to participate
in the community.
To read more about our homebuyers, please visit
collegeparkpartnership.org/homeownershipprogram/homebuyers

.
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HOMEBUYER 11 - HOLLYWOOD
Lisa Alexander and Steve Kreider
Lisa Alexander began her
career as resident life director
at the University of Maryland
just over a decade ago. She is
the Director of Oakland Hall
and has been happy with her
professional growth at the
University over the course of
11 years. Steve Kreider is a
program coordinator for
student engagement at Anne Arundel Community College. Lisa
and Steve both moved to Maryland from outside the area, both
of them arriving just after graduate school in Florida and
Memphis, respectively. Since they have been here for some
time, they are familiar with the City and University
plans to make College Park a top university community, and
they like what they see. “We’re happy to see all this momentum
in the City. There is a lot of positive energy here – I mean just
look around. Ten years ago, for example, I would not have
moved off campus,” Lisa remarked. Upon entering their new
place, there was a great sense of excitement for their new
project, “the previous owners had only lived here a couple of
years,” they remarked, “and they painted every room a different
color, so we have been painting nonstop since we moved in!”

Some of the things they are looking forward to as they settle in:
living within a short walk to MOM’s and REI (which she hopes
does not leave College Park), having a short commute to the
Silver Diner, which she notes, is “farm to table,” and “too many
other things to list.” They are very happy about the new Zagster
bikeshare, mBike. Lisa likes to commute by bicycle to work and
elsewhere. “We are looking forward to the Whole Foods coming
in, and the trails that we can use to get there!” For his part,
Steve is not an avid trail-user, but he is happy there are
numerous ways to get around College Park, especially to his
ultimate frisbee games.Their decision to move off campus
comes as part of a shift in their lives. When asked why they
made the move since Lisa’s previous commute – living in an oncampus residence - was all but 20 steps to work, and now it will
be slightly further away, she responded that “I was ready to
have a home. I can grow things in the backyard. I can paint the
house whatever color I wish.” Their choice was also heavily
influenced by the Partnership’s Homeownership Program. They
heard about the Program through friends of friends – that
someone had successfully used the program, Steve said. “The
$15,000 was really appealing to us,” he explained, “but it’s a
good time to invest in College Park – there’s so much going on.
There are a lot of faculty and staff that, as they decide to stay at
UMD, could use this program. My advice to them: just do it – it’s
a great program, and we are telling everyone we know about it!”

HOMEBUYER 12 -COLLEGE PARK ESTATES
Tamara “Tammy” Clegg
Tammy Clegg recently purchased a
house in the quiet College Park Estates
neighborhood through the CityUniversity Partnership’s
Homeownership Program. She is an
assistant professor of 6 years in the
Department of Teaching and Learning,
Policy and Leadership at the University
of Maryland's College of Education. She
also has a joint appointment in the
College of Information Studies (the iSchool). She came to
Maryland from Georgia Tech, where she obtained a PhD in the
School of Interactive Computing. Tammy heard about the
Partnership’s Homeownership Program through colleagues in
the iSchool’s Human–Computer Interaction lab. “Upon
reviewing the program online, I realized that one of the
homebuyers was a colleague of mine in the iSchool and I went to
ask her about it.” In addition to receiving rave reviews on the
“smooth, helpful, program” from her colleague, Tammy said
that she loved the idea about planting long-term roots in
College Park. So, she started the process of buying a home in
College Park.
“The Program really helped me discover the neighborhoods of
College Park – I mean, I had no idea this area [the Estates] even
existed before,” Tammy said, “and it’s wonderful out here – the
wide streets and sidewalks, the hills, and the neighbors are
extremely friendly too.” One of the best things she has heard

from her new neighbors is that the City of College Park has an
excellent track record of providing top-tier public services – like
trash collection, and snow removal. After living in an apartment
in Hyattsville, she said this house, with lots of light, space, and a
yard, is a welcome change. “I liked living in an apartment, but
now I have storage space, an office and a great bay window. I
have a yard – I can have friends over for a cookout, without a
process for getting them into the building!”
Tammy’s work at the University includes partnering with local
schools and community members to advance informal STEM
learning through projects and research. One of the schools her
work is featured in is at Charles Carroll Elementary School,
which is in New Carrollton, MD. She is also very active in a
church nearby, so one of the main features of selecting the
neighborhood was its proximity to both her on- and off-campus
work. The Estates are also in close proximity to many of College
Park’s trails – especially the Indian Creek Trail that joins the
Anacostia Tributary Trail around Lake Artemesia, the Northeast
Branch Trail and Paint Branch Trail that connect directly to
Campus and the City, and this was a big draw for her as a runner.
Upon asking her what she’d recommend to colleagues about the
program, Tammy indicated that she felt great about her
purchase because the market was on the move, “My realtor and
I put offers in on several homes before we found this one. So my
advice to my counterparts: if you’re interested in the program,
research the neighborhoods, and contact the Partnership.
College Park is a great place to live but you have to act quickly!”
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HOMEBUYER 13- DANIELS PARK
Ruth Yun has worked in the
University of Maryland’s Human
Resources Department for the last
several years. She is a 2013
graduate of the University and has
lived in College Park since 2011.
Most recently, she and her
husband, Jose Montoya, rented in
the Camden apartments and
townhouses near Ikea in College
Park.
Jose works in Beltsville as the Plant
Manager of Artelye Marble and
Granite Company, so buying a
home in College Park is close to both of their jobs. Ruth says her
new commute is five minutes by car, and that “being so close, I
might bike to work in nicer weather.” Ruth says her realtor was
looking across the area for houses for them, including in Adelphi
and Beltsville, but they focused on College Park due to the
Homeownership Program. She describes her neighborhood of
Daniels Park as “a nice neighborhood, seems like we have nice
neighbors.”

She mentioned “I know there’s Fat Pete’s Barbeque coming to
College Park that we’re excited about,” and she’s a big fan of the
Hollywood Farmers Market. Ruth has been particularly fond of
several vendors there – “I call her the ‘Bread Lady,’” Ruth said,
“her bread is so good – especially the Cheddar Jalapeno bread, I
call her ahead to reserve a loaf.” She also sung the praises of the
taco stand at the Hollywood Farmers Market, and says she
shops at MOMs Organic Market.
With two dogs, she likes her home’s big backyard and has been
impressed with the College Park All Dogs Club in the Berwyn
neighborhood – a dog day care, spa and a “party zone” for pets.
Ruth and Jose were the first homebuyers to use both the
Partnership’s Homeownership Program and the City’s New
Neighbor grant together. In addition to the Homeownership
Program’s $15,000, she was eligible for the City’s $5,000 New
Neighbor grant since the house was a former rental property.
“That extra $5,000 really helped,” said Ruth. In fact, Ruth says
utilizing these programs was the easiest part of her home
buying experience.

HOMEBUYER 14 – COLLEGE PARK WOODS
Marina Augoustidis
Marina Augoustidis is the assistant director of the Center for
International
Business Education
and Research
(CIBER) Programs in
the Robert H. Smith
School of Business
Office of Global
Initiatives at the
University of
Maryland. She
started with the
University just about
16-months ago, but was living and working in the DC-Metro area
for roughly 10-years prior to that.
She heard about the Partnership’s Homeownership Program
from a colleague in the Smith School when she first started.
Marina was interested in purchasing a house near work once she
made the move to the University, but was unsure about where
to settle. Upon hearing about the Program she began
researching the neighborhoods and learning about College Park.

“There’s so much that’s happening right now, and that was
attractive to me.” College Park Woods seemed like a perfect
choice – “it’s a neighborhood that is close to the University, but
setback like an enclave. There are nice homes, and the
atmosphere is quiet yet friendly.” With her commute previously
being 20-25 minutes each way, she is pleased that her new
commute only takes 5 minutes. She still plans on driving most of
the time, but said, “I might bicycle in the summer, we’ll see.”
Moving from Silver Spring, Marina was eager to have a quieter
neighborhood to live in but with fun things to do nearby. She
said, “I started researching College Park and I was so happy to
have found a ZIPS Dry Cleaning! I’m also really looking forward
to the Whole Foods coming in and the Farmer’s Markets.”
Yet another feature of College Park Marina is eager to explore
are the trails – mostly for running. While she is still just
beginning to get to know the options, she mentioned that she
heard Lake Artemesia was a must-see, and that there are many
routes. “I’m looking forward to discovering the options for
getting to Lake Artemesia from College Park Woods.”
Using the Program was “simple” she said. “It was the easiest
part of the home buying process. I would recommend this
program to anyone moving into the College Park area and
working at the University.”
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HOMEBUYER 15 – DANIELS PARK
Laura, Aaron and Molly Hood
Laura Hood is in her
fourth year working at
the University of
Maryland. For two years,
she commuted from
Fairfax, where her
husband, Aaron, worked
at George Mason
University. For the last
two years, they reversed
their arrangement, living in College Park in a sorority house
where she served as a house director, in addition to her job as
Coordinator for Student Entertainment events at the Stamp
Student Union.
As they were living at the sorority house, they started thinking
about where they wanted to settle. Laura says they “started
looking in the area, mainly in Hyattsville and College Park,” and
that “this is an area we could afford as well as being a short
commute to work.” She also said “we get the updates on what's
happening on Baltimore Avenue, we get the [Partnership’s]
newsletter” - forwarded from Laura’s supervisor – “and there are
a lot of things coming that we’re excited about like the coffee
house, and the ArtHouse.” They enjoy the conveniences of
College Park – they mentioned how they frequent
TargetExpress, Marathon Deli, Starbucks, and “lots of little
restaurants in downtown College Park.” Laura noted “Aaron
loves Nando’s” – which opened in October 2015. They are
excited about Whole Foods opening, and even as they are
disappointed REI is closing due to a new flagship store in

Washington, DC, they find Ikea a great, convenient store in the
College Park community, and gestured at the Ikea furniture in
their living room. Both are runners, and they love to run on the
College Park Trolley Trail and around Lake Artemesia. “In
addition to the restaurants, and convenience, it is one of the
great things about College Park” Aaron said.
Laura and Aaron were looking for a quiet, convenient, and safe
neighborhood, close to a bus line and public transportation, so
that Aaron, who was looking for a new job, could get to
downtown DC if he needed to. Laura notes the Partnership’s
Homeownership Program – coupled with the City’s New
Neighbor grant – was a big part of house hunting in College
Park, and that it made a real difference. “Because the program
applied in College Park, we only looked in College Park,” she
said. With the recent arrival of their baby Molly, they are making
a home in the Daniels Park area of College Park, which Laura
describes as a “nice neighborhood of mostly families and some
students.”
Aaron started a new job at the University of Maryland, in
Resident Life as Coordinator for Student Leadership
Development, and they now carpool to work together after
dropping Molly at a College Park daycare. “We go in the back
way to campus, up 193 [University Boulevard],” Laura said. “It is
quick and convenient to work and back home.” Both reflected
that when they were first starting to look for houses, they
wanted different things – Laura summed it up: “Aaron wanted
the city, and I wanted the suburbs … so College Park is perfect.”

HOMEBUYER 16 – COLLEGE PARK ESTATES
Kecia Hansard
Kecia Hansard is the Director
of Diversity Initiatives in the
Robert H. Smith School of
Business Office of Diversity
Initiatives. As a veteran
employee of fifteen-plus years,
and a UMD graduate originally
from Boston, she has lived in
many places in the metro area,
including Washington DC and
Takoma Park. Kecia heard
about the Homeownership Program at an event the Partnership
hosted with the University of Maryland’s Office of Community
Engagement in 2015.

Learning about the program came at the right time. Living in
Washington, DC, she had started thinking about finding a
quieter area that had a strong sense of community and things to
do. The Partnership’s Homeownership Program seemed like a
good deal and Kecia decided to put the wheels in motion to
move. “I really love the farmer’s market on campus – it is really
special – and the City of College Park seems to have strong,
positive, civic participation, both exemplify a great community.”
She first started looking in Berwyn, but was open to other
neighborhoods as well. One day, when scouting homes with her
realtor in College Park Estates, she met a neighbor. “He was so
nice and talked about how accessible and safe the area is. Our
conversation was a real selling point for living here.” She is
happy with her choice with regard to her commute. It had been
30 minutes to work and 22 minutes home and her commute now
is only a fraction of that time.

The purpose of the event was for UMD employees to learn
about the University District Vision 2020 and the progress
happening in College Park. The Homeownership Program was
also first publicly announced at this event. Kecia said it was at
this event that she received a brochure about living in College
Park, “flipping through it, I realized I didn’t really know College
Park like I thought I did.” So, she began to explore the
neighborhoods. “I had been to businesses in Berwyn, to ZIPs and
to Plato’s, which I miss, but I didn’t know about Lake Artemesia
and the beautiful neighborhoods.”

She said that if the UM Shuttle were accessible to the Estates,
she would use it, but if not, then she would explore biking to
work. Happy with “this exceptional” Homeownership program,
Kecia has already told at least 3 of her colleagues about it. Her
advice to other employees is “be patient and open to the
market. College Park is a really attractive place and it will only
get better with the incoming Hotel, Whole Foods, and most
exciting, the ArtHouse.”
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HOMEBUYER 17 -DANIELS PARK
Lori, Dennis, George and Sam Petterson
Lori began
working in the
University of
Maryland’s School
of Business four
years ago. Her
husband, Dennis,
works at George
Mason University in Virginia. They moved from Manassas Park,
VA, a short distance from George Mason University.
When she started working for the University of Maryland’s
School of Business, Lori found the roughly 46-mile commute
was tough at rush hour. It was taking her 2.5 hours by train each
way, making the work days roughly 13 hours long. “I was tired of
the long commute. It prevented me from participating in afterwork activities, and I wanted to be part of the community too.”
Dennis, on the other hand, works overnight at George Mason
University so his commute is much more manageable. “And he’s
good with directions, so he can drive.”
They considered moving. “We started looking in the
neighborhoods to rent first and get used to the area.” Lori said
that several people – including her brother – thought that crime
was an issue and discouraged them from living in College Park.

So even though they wanted to move closer, they hadn’t
specifically decided to make College Park their home.
When their oldest son George started at the University 2 years
ago, it was evident to them that “College Park has really
transformed over the last 10 years. It is safe here. It’s a great
college town. And I’m going to invite those who discouraged it
here for a BBQ to show them how great it is.”
Researching options for buying instead of renting, their realtor
“really spearheaded this” and told them about the City’s New
Neighbor Grant Program. With this information, they decided to
target only the homes in the City that were eligible for this –
namely homes that had been former rental properties. When
they found the home they “fell in love with,” they approached
the City and Partnership with plans to couple the City’s New
Neighbor program and the Partnership’s Homeownership
program.
Lori said the Homeownership program is “fantastic. It made it
financially feasible to move, and we’re now able to put some
money into fixing the house up.” Exploring various restaurants
and shops they were happy to find Mama Lucia’s and to be close
to stores like Ikea, BestBuy and Value Village. They also love
being close to two parks. Lori plans to take the UM Shuttle or 83
bus “since they stop at the end of our street.”

HOMEBUYER 18 - HOLLYWOOD
Heather and Roswell Mundwiler
Heather began her
employment at the
University of
Maryland at the
School of Music in
September 2016.
Originally from
Fairfax, VA, she and
Roswell moved back
to the area from
Austin, Texas and
were living in Rockville, MD to be close to Roswell’s job as a
metrology technician. But, it was a long stressful commute for
Heather – “about an hour door-to-door.”
Heather recalled that she heard about the Partnership’s
Homeownership Program at her new employee training and
they decided to explore settling down in College Park. She said
the Homeownership Program was “one of the reasons we were
drawn to College Park.” Upon confirming the program was still
accepting applicants, they toured the neighborhoods in the City
and the “stars aligned.” “The community is wonderful – a lot of
the neighborhoods are quiet even being in a place where there’s
a lot of growth.

And we really loved this house. It’s 116 years old, and has a lot of
history.” Another big indicator that College Park is an excellent
community is the fact that there are a lot of parks and open
public spaces. Said Roswell, “playgrounds are everywhere!”
Heather and Roswell are runners, so the Daniels Park
neighborhood really appealed to them. It’s close to the Trolley
Trail and they can run to Lake Artemesia or go running at
Greenbelt Park. In fact, when asked how Heather would be
commuting to work, she mentioned they are a one-car family
and that she takes the UM Shuttle that stops a block from their
home. She added she might also “run commute … I’m
considering shuttling to work and running home.” Roswell
mentioned that he was happy to become a resident of the City
because he can also get a UM Shuttle pass – “which is a great
way to get around the City.” Plus, with the Greenbelt Metro
station being walkable from their home, they are going to be
able to discover even more in the area.
They are excited about exploring the Farmers Markets, going
out to restaurants in the area like Franklins in Hyattsville, and
they have already signed up for the College Park 5K. And
Heather’s hour commute by car? “Now I could walk to work,
and probably make it under 45 minutes
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HOMEBUYER 19 - HOLLYWOOD
Yoel and Katherine Izsak
Yoel and Katherine moved
from Silver Spring,
Maryland because they
wanted to live in a place
where they could have
more space but also feel
like they were in a city.
Katherine is an 11-year
employee of the
University of Maryland,
working as an associate
director in the National
Consortium for the Study
of Terrorism and
Responses to Terrorism
(START).
As Yoel and Katherine started thinking about moving out of
their condo in Silver Spring to have more space and a yard,
Katherine mentioned that in the last few years, she has “seen
the College Park area developing,” and considered that if they
“didn’t make the move now, [they would] be priced out of the
area.” In addition to Katherine being at the University five or six
days a week for work, they know the area well due to several

good friends who live nearby in Berwyn Heights and University
Park.
So Yoel and Katherine started looking for houses around the
University. Yoel’s main criteria for a neighborhood included
being within walking distance of a metro stop. “Hollywood
made sense for us because the Greenbelt Metro station is an
easy walk from here.” According to Katherine, they were
especially drawn to the neighborhood as an “older, treed,
quieter area.”
“Our realtor informed us about City’s New Neighbor Grant
program, which led us to the Partnership’s Homeownership
Program.” They found the program’s process to be smooth, and
extremely helpful because without the program, they wouldn’t
be able to renovate their new digs. “The house has a great
footprint, but hasn’t been updated since the 60s or 70s.” Now
that Katherine’s commute is 20-30 minutes shorter, and Yoel
has an easy commute to work in DC via the Green Line, they
mentioned they are looking forward to spending more time
outside in their backyard, visiting local restaurants like Franklin’s
and Beltsville’s Old Line, and entertaining friends, who
Katherine “hopes move to College Park too!”

HOMEBUYER 20 - HOLLYWOOD
AMANDA AND MATTHEW TOWNSEND

Amanda was
recently
hired as a
development
writer by the
University of
Maryland’s
Department
of

Communications and Marketing. She grew up locally in
Mount Rainier, Maryland and has seen the transformation of
the Baltimore Avenue corridor and College Park, “it’s
changed so much – so many great things are happening.”
She has wanted to live in College Park for a long time
because it is “a nice place to live long term for families.” But
she wasn’t sure if she would find a home in the City or if it
would be affordable. She noted “house prices in College
Park went up 14% last year!” She was looking at homes in
College Park and Riverdale Park.

When Amanda heard about the Homeownership Program in
the new employee orientation at the University, she
immediately decided that she would take advantage of the
opportunity to look for a house in College Park because the
“$15,000 made it possible to afford the homes here.”
Amanda and Matt found their home and decided Hollywood
was the right neighborhood because it was convenient for
both of them to get to work and the neighborhood has “a lot
of character” Amanda noted “Matt works on U-Street, so
being close to the Green Line was important.” As for
Amanda, she will likely drive to work, but may try the bus or
bike commuting, “I may try it out using mBike [the
City/University bikeshare program] so we’ll see.”
In addition, this was the right house and the right time, “the
houses up here give you more bang for your buck in terms of
size – and buying now, as a young couple gives us the
opportunity to plan 3-5-10 years out.” She says she is
“Looking forward to a good quality of life and commute, and
making a home in College Park.”
Amanda said she told one of her colleagues that she was
using this program, and that the colleague didn’t know how
it would work, “but it’s really easy and really worth it.”
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HOMEBUYER 21 – COLLEGE PARK WOODS
ERIC, SHELBY AND AUDRA BYRD

Eric and
Shelby’s
lease near
the Prince
George’s
Plaza
Metro
station was
coming up
and they
decided to
look at
purchasing
a home in the area. As self-described “anti-commuters” they
wanted to stay close to both the University and to
transportation that would help Shelby take the train to work,
where she is a Dynamic Training Professional/Instructional
Designer for a company downtown. “Being close to work is
so important to us,” Eric explained, “a long commute is a big
part of your life!”
While they looked at houses in College Park, Hyattsville,
Greenbelt, Berwyn Heights, Beltsville, Takoma Park, and
Silver Spring, when they found the Homeownership
Program, they decided College Park was the option for them.
“It was a ‘no-brainer’ for us,” said Eric. Eric has been working
in the IT Services Department since 2001 and has seen the
positive changes in the area. “When we were looking at

houses, and we found this one, we had always heard that
College Park Woods was an established neighborhood with a
good reputation,” said Eric. This was confirmed when they
came to see the house and went to the Annual College Park
Woods Picnic. “There is a real diversity of people, from
people who have been here for 50 years to people who rent
to young families and elderly folks – it’s a real
neighborhood,” Shelby said, adding “there’s a real sense of
community here.”
Eric and Shelby both grew up in the vicinity – Eric in Howard
County and Shelby in Arlington County. Eric’s family are
proud Terps – he is a 2nd generation Terrapin and “Audra
[only 7 months old] is the 3rd!” – his mother was one of the
first women to graduate in Mathematics at the University.
Eric grew up going to UMD football and basketball games
and proudly supporting the Terps every season. Shelby, who
grew up near the W&OD Trail in Virginia is also a classical
singer, and she too loves the University. Audra, their 7-month
old, has already been to football and basketball games – and
she is on the waitlist for the Campus’ Center for Young
Children already.
All in all this location is perfect for this new family. “There’s a
park across the street, there’s a room that would work for our
music, it’s close to the University, and it’s in a quiet and nice
neighborhood. College Park is really great because there’s a
lot going on here, but there’s also space to live – and that’s
important to our family.”

HOMEBUYER 22 – DANIELS PARK
DON SCHMADEL AND YURI KUBOTA
Don and Yuri were
among some of
the first people to
contact the
Partnership for the
Homeownership
Program when it
was launched in
2015. They have
lived in College
Park, as renters,
for almost 20 years.
When they heard about the program, they knew it would help
them to afford to purchase a house. They began the search in
summer 2015 but nothing seemed to quite work out until they
found this house, “we came to an open house, and there were 5
other potential homebuyers – so we put an offer in right away!”
Don and Yuri explained that “it’s quiet, it’s safe, there are

neighbors outside, lots of people go for walks here, and it’s close
enough to the University.” Don estimated it was a 10 minute bus
ride, a 10 minute bicycle ride and 25 minutes walking. And he
mentioned he would commute to work through some
combination of walking, biking or taking the bus, “parking is
expensive – and really everything goes up [in terms of expense]
when you drive.”
Don is a technical coordinator in the Institute for Research in
Electronics and Applied Research at the University’s College of
Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences. He is an
alumnus of the University, and has been working there for 15years. He said that he really enjoys College Park because “it’s
working class, people know how to do things here.” He is from
Pittsburgh originally and so this area has the right energy “like
home.”
Yuri has already started a garden in the backyard and they
expect to be making the full move in the next couple of days.
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HOMEBUYER 23 – BERWYN
JOSH, FINN AND BENJAMIN WESTGARD

Josh came to
the University
of Maryland to
get a Master’s
Degree in
Library
Science in
2006.
Originally from
South Dakota,
he has been
working in the
UMD Library’s Department of Digital Systems and
Stewardship since 2014.
He heard about this program through the College Park CityUniversity Partnership’s e-newsletter that goes out every
Friday. “The Associate Dean actually circulates this
newsletter to the whole department every week,’ said Josh.
He had decided to move closer to the University, from Silver
Spring, but hadn’t decided where. He had looked for houses
in Riverdale Park, Berwyn Heights, and University Park. “But
when I heard about this program, it really influenced me to
look at houses in the City of College Park.”

Josh is an avid bicyclist and will now be able to bike to work
more often. “This house is great because the Trolley Trail is
so close – and I can use it to get to the University quickly and
take Finn and Benjamin out for a ride – College Park has a lot
of great trails.” He is thinking that he needs part-time
parking at the University because he’ll have to drive on
certain days to take Finn and Benjamin to school.
He also has major plans to update and renovate the house.
“The program really helped because I am now able to make
the house more livable.” He already added a new roof to the
house and his next plans include fixing up the attic so that it
has 2 bedrooms for Finn and Benjamin, opening up the
kitchen, maybe adding central air, and finishing the
basement. The basement was half finished and probably
used as a rental space, and Josh wants to make it a family
room. Josh is excited about living in College Park because
“There’s so much that’s happening here including great
Farmers Markets and businesses like the Board and Brew. It’s
an exciting time to live in the City.”

HOMEBUYER 24 – BERWYN
KEVIN FAHEY
Kevin Fahey is
moving to
College Park from
Rockville,
Maryland
because he
wanted to be
closer to work.
His son was
recently accepted
to the University and his daughter is a recent graduate. Kevin
has been working in Facilities Management for the last 8
years, and his commute was at best 35 minutes and at worst
90, “it’s frustrating – when you live that far away and at the
whim of the Beltway. It makes it very hard to want to come
back to the University after work to go to exciting events –
like basketball and other events.”
When he decided to move closer, he started looking in
Greenbelt and in College Park. But, he knew that he liked the
Berwyn neighborhood, because he frequents Fishnet, a
locally-owned restaurant. And the Homeownership Program

made finding a house in College Park even more attractive. “I
like this area – the houses are spread out and the neighbors
are nice. A lot of them have been here awhile, so it’s a great
neighborhood.”
Now, he’ll be able to bike to work or even walk. “My office is
only about a mile down the road from here, so I’m thinking I
won’t renew my UMD parking pass. It’ll be pretty rare that I’ll
ever have to drive.” And he said he can get a pack of day
passes if he needs to drive.
As he moves in, he said he’s looking forward to seeing the
Discovery District developing and the new Lidl grocery store
coming in near his house. “I’m punching myself a little bit,
living in College Park will let me participate in the gems on
the campus and in the community.”
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THE YEAR AHEAD
The Partnership’s Homeownership Program
is a tremendous success. We are proud of this
work.

With 5 percent of University of Maryland
employees, and 10 percent of City employees
living in College Park, this program is a vital
tool for the City and the University as we
work to strengthen the community.

The priority for the City-University
Partnership’s Homeownership Program is to
continue to gain traction with new and
continuing UMD employees and to increase
the number of City employees living in
College Park. In FY’17 the Partnership
successfully moved 14 homeowners to
College Park. Our FY’18 year goal is to
double that – and we already seem to be on
track: The Partnership has already closed on
one loan in the new fiscal year and is aware,
already, of two new homebuyers who intend
to use our program in coming weeks.

In FY’18, the Partnership is committed to
reviewing options to expand the program so
that even more employees working in the
City choose to live here too. We will continue
a streamlined program with the City so that
if a homebuyer qualifies for both programs,
they can receive funding from both entities
through our program, and we will be looking
at other ways to partner and increase our
reach. We will also promote ways the
community can contribute to it through a
Community Investment Tax Credit program,
wherein a donor can receive 50 percent of
that donation back as a tax credit. Finally,
our work to promote College Park’s
residential assets, local schools and
community amenities will be a big part of
this year’s focus.

Continuing this momentum is vital to
achieving the University District Vision. The
University District Vision 2020 plan is being
implemented to make College Park a top 20
college town. One of the most influential
metrics the Partnership is working to
address is the low number of faculty and
staff living within the City.

Encouraging University and City staff to plant
long-term roots in the community revitalizes the
community surrounding the workplace, making it
more attractive to customers, businesses,
investors, visitors, students, community
members, and future staff recruits. The impact is
found in higher home and property values, more
activity surrounding home rehabilitation, and an
increase in the economic tax base that helps
increase the number of businesses that can stay
open when students are on break or graduate.
These factors are what will make the City a more
vibrant university community where employees
interact on a regular basis and ideas are shared in
the City as well as on campus.
The College Park City-University Partnership
thanks – very much – the Department of
Housing and Community Development, the
University of Maryland and City of College
Park for supporting this program. This is an
important investment that continues to
stabilize the community with new home
buyers and their families. This program has
been a success thus far and we believe the
year ahead will prove to be even more
impactful.

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE TOP 20
COLLEGE TOWN BY 2020
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